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Many people often get confused while selecting best outsource .net development company.
Available in huge number, today in the countries like India, every enterprise is ready to offer you the
services at affordable costs. So in this scenario choosing the right company with a great repute in
the market have always thought to be a tough task. There are many companies who with an aim to
earn extra money may also dupe you  or betray you by providing the faulty services. So in this
connection, if you want to get your applications developed in the best possible way the selecting the
right service provider can surely be the apt option. So here below mentioned are tips which would
also be considered as the procedure for selecting the most suitable service provider.

1.Check out the past records of the company:  By checking the past records of the company, you
will be able to figure out the real status of the company. The past experiences of the clients will help
you to decide whether the organization stand up to your expectations or not. If you get successful in
knowing all the past experiences of the clients, you in the later stages can spread a word about the
company  about its positive or negative image amongst the previous clients. This type of strategy
will help other members in the same community to select services after reading your comments.

2.Ask for projects delivered in the past: You as the client can directly contact the .NET development
service provider about the number of projects delivered in the past. If the success rate for delivering
the projects is too high then you can move ahead to cement a deal with the company. But if the
number of projects delivered are quite less and the figures are disappointing  then choosing that
company or say organization will not be simply  worth it. By  asking for the past projects, you can
get the clear idea about the quality of projects delivered to the consumer at the end.

3.Contact Consultancies established with in the geographical area: You can also contact the
consultants  who have a full knowledge about the companies. The clients can ask them about their
real status, employee strength and overall policies adopted by them while delivering different types
of projects. By paying some lump sump  amount to these agencies, you can get all queries resolved
with a  great ease. To hire any company, it is always important for you to make proper investigations
of the company. You all together have to take right initiatives which in the later stages will prove
beneficial for the over all development of the organization.

4.Look out for the certifications: If you are either developing your project on .NET framework or any
other framework, you should always look out for the authorized certifications which will further help
you to decide whether the company is worth capable for availing the services or not. Global
certifications like ISO as well as CMMLI 3 can be the best grounds on the basis of which you think
of selecting the most suitable company.
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